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Abstract 

In recent years, various formalizations of non- 
monotonic reasoning and di&rent semantics for nor- 
mal and disjunctive logic programs have been pro- 
posed, including autoepisttic logic, circumscription, 
CWA, GCWA, ECWA, epi&mic specfications, 
stable, well-founded, stationary and static semantics 
of normal and disjunctive logic programs. 
In this paper we introduce a simple non-monotonic 
knowledge representation framework which isomor- 
phically contains all of the above mentioned non- 
monotonic formalisms and semantics as special cases 
and yet is significantly more expressive than each one 
of these formalisms considered individually. The new 
formalism, called the AutoEpidemic Logic of minimal 

Beliefs, AELB, is obtained by augmenting Moore’s 
autoepistemic logic, AEL, with an additional minimal 
belief operator, B, which allows us to explicitly talk 
about minimally entailed formulae. 
The existence of such a uniform framework not only 
results in a new powerful non-monotonic formalism 
but also allows us to compare and better understand 
mutual relationships existing between different non- 
monotonic formalisms and semantics and enables us to 
provide simpler and more natural definitions of some 
of them. It also naturally leads to new, even more 
expressive and flexible formalizations and semantics. 

1 Introduction 
Moore’s autoepistemic logic AEL (Moore 1985) is ob- 
tained by augmenting classical propositional logic with a 
modal operator L. The intended meaning of the modal 
atom CF is “F is provable” or “F is logically derivable” 
(in the stable autoepistemic expansion). Thus Moore’s 
modal operator L can be viewed as a “knowledge oper- 
ator” which allows us to reason about formulae known to 
be true in the expansion. However, usually, in addition 
to reasoning about facts which are known to be true, we 
also need to reason about those that are only believed to be 
true, where what is believed or not believed is determined 
by a specific non-monotonic formalism. In particular, we 
may want to express beliefs based on minimal entailment 
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or circumscription and thus may need a modal “belief op- 
erator” B with the intended meaning of the modal atom 
l?F given by “F true in all minimal models” or “F is 
minimally entailed’ (in the expansion). 

For example, consider a scenario in which: (1) you plan 
to rent a movie if you believe that you will not go to a 
baseball game (bg) and will not go to a football game (fg), 
but, (2) you do not plan to buy buy tickets to either of the 
games if you don’t know for sure that you will go to see 
it. We could describe the initial scenario as follows: 

Z?(lgoto(bg) Algoto(fg)) 3 rent-movie 

lLgoto(bg) A lLgoto(fg) 3 +uy-tickets. 

Assuming that this is all you know and that your beliefs are 
based on minimal entailment (circumscription), you should 
rent a movie because you believe that you will not go to 
see any games (i.e., lgoto(bg) A lgoto(fg) holds in all 
minimal models) and you should not buy tickets because 
you don’t know that you will see any of the games (i.e., 
neither goto nor goto is provable). 

Suppose now that you learn that you will either go 
a baseball game or to a football game (i.e., goto v 
goto(f In the new scenario you should no longer plan 
to rent a movie (because yoto (bg ) A lgoto (fg ) no longer 
holds in all minimal models) but you still do not intend to 
buy any tickets, because you don’t know yet which game 
you are going to see (i.e., neither goto nor goto 
is provable). 

However, when you eventually learn that you actually go 
to a baseball game (i.e., goto( you no longer believe 
in not buying tickets because you now know that you are 
going to see a specific game (i.e., goto is provable). 

Observe, that in the above example the roles played by 
the knowledge and belief operators are quite different and 
one cannot be substituted by the other. In particular, we 
cannot replace the premise B(lgoto(bg) A -goto( in 
the first implication by L(lgoto(bg) A lgoto(fg)) be- 
cause that would result in rent-movie not being true 
in first scenario. Similarly, we cannot replace it by 
7Cgoto(bg) A lLgoto(fg) because that would result in 
rent-movie being true in the second scenario. 

In order to be able to explicitly reason about mini- 
mal beliefs, we introduce a new non-monotonic formal- 
ism, called the AutoEpistemic Logic of minimal Beliefs, 
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AELB, obtained by augmenting Moore’s autoepistemic 
logic, AEL, with an additional minimal belief operator, 
B. The resulting non-monotonic knowledge representa- 
tion framework turns out to be rather simple and yet quite 
powerful. We prove that many of the recently introduced 
non-monotonic formalisms and semantics for normal and 
disjunctive logic programs are isomorphically embeddable 
into AELB. In particular this applies to autoepistemic 
logic (Moore 1985); circumscription (McCarthy 1980; 
Lifschitz 19S5); CWA (Reiter 1978); GCWA (Minker 
1982); ECWA (Gelfond, Przymusinska, & Przymusin- 
ski 1989); epistemic specifications (Gelfond 1992); stable, 
well-founded, stationary and static semantics of normal 
and disjunctive logic programs (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1988; 
Van Gelder, Ross, & Schlipf 1990; Przymusinski 1991 c; 
Gelfond & Lifschitz 1990; Przymusinski 1994). At the 
same time the AutoEpistemic Logic of Minimal Beliefs, 
AEL B, is significantly more expressive than each one of 
these formalisms considered individually. 

The existence of such a unifying framework allows us 
to provide simpler and more natural definitions of several 
non-monotonic formalisms and semantics and it enables 
us to compare and better understand mutual relationships 
existing between them. It also naturally leads to new more 
expressive and flexible formalizations and semantics. 

2 Language 
The language of the AutoEpistemic Logic of minimal Be- 
liefs, AELB, is a propositional modal language, KLI,B, 
with standard connectives (v, A, 2, 1) and two modal 
operators L: and B, called knowZedge and belief operators, 
respectively. The atomic formulae of the form LF (re- 
spectively, BF), where F is an arbitrary formula of KL,B, 
are called knowledge atoms (respectively, belief atoms). 
Knowledge and belief atoms are jointly referred to as in- 
trospective atoms. 

The formulae of Ic L,B in which neither L: nor B occurs 
are called objective and the set of all such formulae is 
denoted by K. Similarly, the set of all formulae of ICL,~ 
in which only C (respectively, only x3) occurs is denoted 
by KL: (respectively, KU). Any theory T in the language 
ICL,B will be called an autoepistemic theory 

The intended meaning of LF is “F is known”, or, more 
precisely, “F can be logically inferred”, i.e., T b F. 

The intended meaning of BF is “F is believed”, or, more 
precisely, “F can be non-monotonically inferred”, i.e., 
T !=‘nm F, where bnrn denotes a fixed non-monotonic 
inference relation. In general, different non-monotonic 
inference relations, knm, can be used. In this pa- 
per we use the minimal model entailment, T bh 

F, or, more precisely, circumscription (McCarthy 1980; 
Lifschitz 1985) which minimizes all objective atoms and 
jixes all the introspective (knowledge and belief) aton&, 

‘The reason that we treat objective and introspective atoms 
differently is that the objective atoms A repres-t objective, 
ground-level information which, according to the principle of 
closed world assumption, is minimized in order to arrive at min- 

i.e.: 
T kmin F 3 CIRC(T;K) + F. 

In other words, the precise intended meaning of belief 
atoms 23F is “F is minimally entailed” by the theory, 
i.e., T btin F. We assume the following two simple ax- 
iom schemata describing the arguably obvious properties 
of belief atoms: 

Consistency Axiom: For any formula F: 

Conjunctive elief Axiom: For any formulae F and G : 

B(Fr\G) - BFfiBG. (2) 

The first axiom states that if a formula F is believed 
then the formula 1F is not believed. The second axiom 
states that the conjunction F A G of formulae F and C: 
is believed if and only if both F and G are believed. We 
assume that all theories implicitly include the axioms (1) 
and (2) and therefore when we talk about the set of logical 
consequences of a given theory T we actually have in mind 
the set Con* (T) of all logical consequences of the theory 
T augmented with the axioms (1) and (2): 

Con*(T) = Con(T U { (1)) U { (2))). 

Analogous axioms could be as well assumed about the 
knowledge atoms CF but they are in fact automatical@ 
satisfied in all static autoepistemic expansions which are 
defined in the next section. Additional axioms that can 
enhance the expressiveness of our logic are discussed later 
in Section 4.3. 

3 Static Autoepistemic 
Like Moore’s autoepistemic logic, AEL, the autoepistemic 
logic of minimal beliefs, AEL B, models the set of beliefs 
that an ideally rational and introspective agent should hold 
given a set of premises T. It does so by defining static au- 
toepistemic expansions T* of T, which constitute plausible 
sets of such rational beliefs. 

Definition 3.1 (Static Autoepistemic Expansion) An au- 
toepistemic theory T* is called a static autoepistemic ex- 
pansion of an autoepistemic theory T if it satisfies the 
following fixed-point equation.. 

T* = Con*(T U{LF : T* k F} U{+ZF : T* p F} U 

U {BF: T* kti F}). 0 

The definition of static autoepistemic expansions is 
based on the idea of building an expansion T* of a theory 
T by augmenting T with: (i) knowledge atoms CF that sat- 
isfy the condition that the formula F is logically implied by 
T*, (ii) negations +ZF of the remaining knowledge atoms, 
and, (iii) belief atoms BF which satisfy the condition that 
the formula F is minimally entailed by T* . Consequently, 

imal beliefs RA. On the other hand, the introspective atoms LF 
and BF intuitively describe meta-level information, namely, a 
plausible rational scenario, which is not subject to minimization. 
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the definition of static expansions enforces the intended 
meaning of introspective atoms described in the previous 
section. Note that negations +3F of (the remaining) belief 
atoms are not explicitly added to the expansion but some 
of them will be forced in by the Consistency Axiom (1). 

Observe that the first part of the definition of static ex- 
pansions is identical to the definition of stable autoepis- 
ten-k expansions in Moore’s autoepistemic logic, AEL. 
However, as we now show, the addition of belief atoms 
BF results in a much more powerful non-monotonic logic 
which contains, as special cases, several other well-known 
non-monotonic formalisms. 

3.1 Circumscription 
To begin with., one easily sees that propositional circum- 
scription (and thus also CWA, GCWA and ECWA (Re- 
iter 1978; Minker 1982; Gelfond, FVzymusinska, & Frzy- 
musinski 1989)) can be properly embedded into AELB. 

Proposition 3.1 (Embeddability of Circumscription) 
Propositional circumscription, C WA, G C W A and 
E CWA are all properly embeddable into the autoepis- 
temic logic of minimal beliefs, A EL B. More precisely, 
if T is any objective theory, i.e., a theory which does not 
contain any introspective atoms 13F and BF, then T has 
a unique static expansion T* and any objective formula F 
is logically implied by the circumscription CIRC (T) of 
T if and only tf T* logically implies the belief atom BF: 

CIRC(T) /= F -. T*l= BF. 0 

3.2 Moore’s Autoepistemic Logic 
Since the first part of the definition of static autoepistemic 
expansions is identical to the definition of stable autoepis- 
temic expansions in Moore’s autoepistemic logic, A E L , it 
is easy to see that AEL is also properly embeddable into 
the autoepistemic logic of minimal beliefs, A EL B . 

Proposition 3.2 (Embeddability of Autoepistemic Logic) 
Moore ‘s autoepistemic logic, A EL, is properly embed- 
dable into the autoepistemic logic of minimal belief, 
AEL B. More precisely, for any autoepistemic theory T 
in the language KC, i.e., for any theory that does not use 
belief atoms BF, there is a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween stable autoepistemic expansions and static autoepis- 
temic expansions of T. cl 

In other words, the restriction, A E L BL: , of the autoepis- 
temic logic of minimal beliefs, AEL B , to the language 
Kc, i.e., its restriction to theories using only the knowl- 
edge operator L, is isomorphic to Moore’s autoepistemic 
logic, AEL. Thus, as its acronym suggests, AEL B con- 
stitutes an extension of Moore’s AEL obtained by adding 
the belief operator 23. 

3.3 Autoepistemic Logic of Purely Minimal 
Beliefs 

While the restriction AELBL: of AELB to the language 
XL: is isomorphic to Moore’s autoepistemic logic, the re- 
striction AELBn of AELB to the language KG, i.e., its 

restriction to theories using only the belief operator .13, con- 
stitutes an entirely new logic, which can be called the au- 
toepistemic logic ofpurely minimal beliefs. It turns out that 
A EL Bn has some quite natural and interesting properties. 
We first introduce the belief closure operator QT. 

@T(s) = Con*(T U {BF : S b=m;l F}), 

where S is an arbitrary autoepistemic theo9. 0 

Thus @T(S) augments the theory T with all those belief 
atoms BF for which F is minimally entailed by S. We 
first prove the restricted monotonicity of the belief closure 
operator @T. 

Theorem 3.1 (Monotonicity of the Belief Operator) Sup- 
pose that the theories T’ and T” are extensions of an 
autoepistemic theory T obtained by adding some belief 
atoms 23F to T. If T’ c T” then \~T(T’) C QT(T”). Cl 

From Theorem 3.1 and the well-known result of Tarski, 
ensuring the existence of least fixed points of monotonic 
operators, we easily conclude that for any autoepistemic 
theory T there is a unique theory S which is the least 
fixed point of the operator \I/T, i.e., satisfies the property 
S = @T(s) = Con*(T U {BF : S bh F}). We now 
need the next result ensuring the existence of unique static 
autoepistemic expansions of theories which are fixed points 
of the operator 9~. 

Theorem 3.2 (Uniqueness of Expansions) Suppose that T 
is an autoepistemic theory in the language Icn and S is 
a fixed point of the operator \kT, i.e., \kT (S) = S. Then 
S has a unique static autoepistemic expansion S which is 
also a static autoepistemic expansion of T itself 0 

From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we deduce the following 
important result. 

Theorem 3.3 (Least Static Autoepistemic Expansions) 
Every autoepistemic theory T in the language ICE has 
the least (in the sense of inclusion) static autoepistemic 
expansion ?;. 

The expansion F can be constructed as follows. Let 
TO = T and suppose that T” has already been de$ned 
for any ordinal number a < 0. If 0 = CI -I- 1 is a successor 
ordinal then define: 

TQ+l = V!\I/T(T~) = Con*(T U {k?F : Ta be F}). 

Else, if ,6 is a limit ordinal, define Tp = UOia Tn. The 
sequence (T”) is monotonically increasing and thus has 
a unique fixed point TX = ST(T’), for some ordinal X. 

Now define T = Tlx. cl 

The existence of least static autoepistemic expansions of 
theories in AEL Bn sharply contrasts with the properties 
of stable autoepistemic expansions in A EL which typically 
do not have least elements. Observe that the least static au- 
toepistemic expansion of T contains those and only those 
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formulae which are true in all static autoepistemic expan- 
sions of T. The following theorem signiikantly extends 
Theorem 3.3 and provides a complete characterization of 
all static autoepistemic expansions of a theory T in the 
language KB. 

Theorem 3.4 (Characterization Theorem) A theory T* is 
a static autoepistemic expansion of a theory T in Icn if 
and only if T* is the least static autoepistemic expansion 
T’ of a theory T’ = T U ( BF, : s E S ) satisfjng the 
condition that T* btin F,, for every s E S. In particular 
the least static autoepistemic expansion F of T is obtained 
when the set (OF, : s E S) is empty Cl 

4 Semantics of Logic Programs 
We already know that Circumscription, Moore’s Autoepis- 
temic Logic and the Autoepistemic Logic of Purely Mini- 
mal Beliefs are all properly embeddable into the Autoepis- 
temic Logic of Minimal Beliefs, AEL B . We will now 
show that major semantics defined for normal and disjunc- 
tive logic programs are also embeddable into AE L B. In 
the next section we will discuss two other non-monotonic 
formalisms embeddable into AELB. 

4.1 Stable Semantics 
Since Moore’s autoepistemic logic, AEL, is isomorphic 
to the subset A EL BL: of A EL B, it follows from the re- 
sults of Gelfond and Lifschitz (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1988) 
that stable semantics of logic programs can be obtained 
by means of a suitable translation of a logic program into 
an autoepistemic theory. Namely, for a logic program P 
consisting of clauses: 

A - B1, . . . . B,,notC1, . . . . notC, 

define T7~ (P) to be its translation 
theory consisting of formulae: 

into the autoepistemic 

B1 A . . . A B, /\ +X1 f/ . . . A -xW, II A. 

The translation T-L(P) is obtained therefore by replac- 
ing the negation by default notC by +X’ which has the 
intended meaning “C is not known to be true”. 

Theorem 4.1 (Embeddability of Stable Semantics) There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between stable models M 
of the program P and static autoepistemic expansions T* 
of T-&P). Namely, for any objective atom A we have: 

A EM tfl CA ET* 

1A E M i#- +ZA E T*. •I 

4.2 Stationary and Well-Founded Semantics 
Similarly, it follows from the results obtained in (Przy- 
musk&i 1994) that the stationary (or partial stable) and 
the well-founded semantics of logic programs can be ob- 
tained by means of a suitable translation of a logic program 
into an autoepistemic theory. Namely, for a logic program 
P consisting of clauses: 

A - B1, . . . . Bm, notC1, . . . . not C, 

define Tn-, (P) to be its translation 
theory consisting of formulae: 

into the autoepistemic 

B1 A . . . A B, A Z?lC, A . . . A Bd’, 3 A. 

The translation TnY (P) is obtained therefore by replacing 
the negation by default notC by BX’ which has the in- 
tended meaning “C is believed to be false” or “4’ is 
minimally entailed”. 

Theorem 4.2 (Embeddability of Stationary Semantics) 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between stationary 
(or partial stable) models M of the program P and static 
autoepistemic expansions T* of Tn, (P). Name@, for any 
objective atom A we have: 

AE M I$- BAE T* 

~AEM tf &ACT*. 

Since the well-founded model M 0 of the program P coin- 
cides with the least stationary model of P (Przymusinski 
199Ic), it corresponds to the least static autoepistemic ex- 
pansion 5; of Tn,(P), whose existence is guaranteed by 
Theorem 3.3. 

Moreover (total) stable models M of P correspond to 
those static autoepistemic expansions T* of Tn.-,(P) that 
satis& the condition that for all objective atoms A, either 
BA E T* or &A E T*. 0 

Analogous result applies to the translation T-n(P) de- 
fined by: 

B1 A . . . A B, A -BC1 A . . . A +3C, 3 A. 

However, for disjunctive programs (discussed below) the 
two translations Tn,(P) and T-n(P) lead to different re- 
sults. 

4.3 Semantics of Disjunctive Programs 
As it was the case with normal logic programs, static ex- 
pansions can be used to define the semantics of disjunctive 
logic programs (see (Lobo, Minker, & Rajasekar 1992) for 
an overview of disjunctive logic programming). In par- 
ticular, we can extend the transformation Tn, (P) to any 
disjunctive logic program P consisting of clauses: 

Al V . . . V Al + B1, . . . . B,,notC1, . . . . notC, 

by translating it into the autoepistemic theory consisting of 
formulae: 

Bz A . . . A B, A B-Cl A . . . A B+T, > AI V ._. V Al. 

It turns out that this transformation immediately leads to 
the static semantics of disjunctive logic programs defined 
in (Przymusinski 1994): 

Theorem 4.3 (Embeddability of Static Semantics) 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between static ex- 
pansions of the disjunctive logic program P, as defined in 
(Przymusinski 1994), and static autoepistemic expansions 
of its translation TnY(P). Cl 
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Although static semantics for disjunctive programs has 
a number of important advantages it is by far not the only 
semantics for disjunctive programs that can be derived by 
means of a suitable translation of a logic program into 
the autoepistemic logic of minimal beliefs, AEL B. The 
expressive power of A E L B allows us to obtain other well- 
known semantics for disjunctive programs by simply using 
a different transformation and/or assuming additional ax- 
ioms. To illustrate this claim let us consider the following 
three natural axioms: 

Disjunctive Belief Axiom: For any formulae F and G: 

(DBA) Z?(F V G) -. 23F V BG. 

Disjunctive Knowledge Axiom: For any formulae F and 
G: 

(DKA) C(F V G) E LF V LG. 

Generalized Closed World Assumption: For any posi- 
tive formula F: 

(GCWA) .U3lF > 1F. 

The last axiom intuitively says that if we know that we 
believe in the falsity of a (positive) formula F then F is 
indeed false. It turns out that both the disjunctive station- 
ary semantics introduced in (Przymusinski 199 lb) and the 
(partial or total) disjunctive stable semantics introduced 
in (Przymusinski 199 lc; Gelfond & Lifschitz 1990) can 
be expressed by means of these axioms. 

Theorem 4.4 (Embeddability of Disjunctive Stationary 
Semantics) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
stationary expansions of a disjunctive program P and 
static autoepistemic expansions of its translation Tn.-,(P) 
augmented with the axioms (DBA) and (GCWA). 

Theorem 4.5 (Embeddability of Disjunctive Stable Se- 
mantics) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
disjunctive partial stable models of a disjunctive program 
P and static autoepistemic expansions of its translation 
Tn,(P) augmented with the axioms (DBA), (DKA) and 
(GC W A ). Moreover, (total) disjunctive stable models of 
P correspond to those static autoepistemic expansions T* 
of Tn,(P) that satis& the condition that for all objective 
atoms A, either BA E T* or &A E T*. Cl 

4.4 Programs with Strong Negation 
The negation operator not A used in logic programs does 
not represent the classical negation, but rather a non- 
monotonic negation by default. Gelfond and Lifschitz 
pointed out (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1990) that in logic pro- 
gramming as well as in other areas of non-monotonic rea- 
soning, it is often useful to use both the non-monotonic 
negation and a different negation, 14, which they called 
“classical negation” but which can perhaps more appropri- 
ately be called “strong negation” (Alferes & Pereira 1992). 
They also extended the stable model semantics to the class 
of extended logic programs with strong negation. 

It is easy to add strong negation to the autoepistemic 
logic of minimal beliefs, A E L B . All one needs to do is to 
augment the original objective language K: with new objec- 
tive propositional symbols “-A” with the intended meaning 
that “+I is the strong negation of A” and assume the fol- 
lowing strong negation axiom schema: 

(SW A A -A > false, or, equivalently, -A > 1A. 

Observe that, as opposed to classical negation 1, the law 
of excluded middle A V -A is not assumed. As pointed 
out by Bob Kowalski, the proposition A may describe the 
property of being “good” while proposition -A describes 
the property of being “bad”. The strong negation axiom 
states that things cannot be both good and bad. We do not 
assume, however, that things must always be either good 
or bad. 

Since this method of defining strong negation applies to 
all autoepistemic theories, it applies, in particular, to nor- 
mal and disjunctive logic programs (see also (Alferes & 
Pereira 1992)). Moreover, the following theorem shows 
that the resulting general framework provides a strict gen- 
eralization of the original approach proposed by Gelfond- 
Lifschitz. 

Theorem 4.6 (Embeddability of Extended Stable Seman- 
tics) There is a one-to-one correspondence between sta- 
ble models M of an extended logic program P with 
strong negation, as defined in (Gelfond & Lifschitz 1990), 
and static autoepistemic expansions T* of its translation 
T+ (P) into autoepistemic theory under which a strong 
negation of an atom A is translated into -A. 0 

5 Combining Knowledge and Belief 
In most of the results presented so far the theories under 
consideration used only one of the introspective operators, 
either the belief operator B or the knowledge operator C. 
However, the greatest expressive power of the autoepis- 
temic logic of minimal beliefs, AE L B, is achieved when 
both of these operators are used in combination. We have 
already seen examples of such combined use of the two 
operators in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, both of which involved 
the axiom (GCWA). In this section we first give an ex- 
ample and then we discuss two specific application areas, 
namely, logic programming and epistemic specifications, 

Example 5.1 We first revisit the example informally dis- 
cussed in the Introduction. 

Scenario I: You rent a movie if you believe that you do 
not go to a baseball game (bg) and do not go to a football 
game (fg). You do not buy tickets to a game if you don’t 
know that you will go to see it. 

Blgoto(bg) A Blgoto(fg) 3 rent-movie 

4goto(bg) A lCgoto( f g) > dont-buy-tickets 

This theory has a unique static autoepistemic expansion in 
which you rent a movie, because you believe that you will 
not go to see any games (i.e., lgoto(bg) Algoto(fg) holds 
in all minimal models) and you do not buy tickets because 
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you don’t know you that will go to see any of the games 
(i.e., neither goto nor goto are provable). 

Scenario 2: Now, suppose that you learn that you either 
go to see a baseball game or go to see a football game, i.e., 
goto v goto( The new theory has a unique static 
autoepistemic expansion in which you believe you should 
not rent a movie2 and you still do not buy any tickets, 
because you don’t know yet which game you are going to 
see (i.e., neither goto nor goto are provable). 

Scenario 3: Finally, suppose that you learn that you 
actually go to see a baseball game, i.e., goto( The 
new theory has a unique static autoepistemic expansion in 
which you still believe you should not rent any movies but 
you no longer believe in not buying game tickets because 
you know now that you are going to see a specific game. 

Observe, that we cannot replace the 
premise L?7goto(bg) A hgoto( fg) in the first implication 
by Clgoto(bg) A Llgoto(fg) because that would result 
in rent-movie not being true in Scenario 1. Similarly, we 
cannot replace it by lCgoto(bg) A +@o(fg) because 
that would result in rent-movie becoming true in Sce- 
nario 2. We also cannot replace the premise 4goto(bg) A 
lCgoto(fg) in the second implication by +?goto(bg) A 
+?goto(fg) or by Blgoto(bg) A ,13lgoto(fg), because it 
would no longer imply that we should not buy tickets in 
Scenario 2. Thus the roles of the two operators are quite 
different and one cannot be substituted by the other. 0 

5.1 Combining Stable and Well-Foun 
Negation in Logic Programs 

As we have seen in the previous section, both stable and 
well-founded negation in logic programs can be obtained 
by translating the non-monotonic negation not C into in- 
trospective literals +X and z3+?, respectively. How- 
ever, the existence of both types of introspective literals in 
AELB allows us to combine both types of negation in one 
epistemic theory consisting of formulae of the form: 

> Al v . . . V Al. 

Such an epistemic theory may be viewed as representing 
a more general disjunctive logic program which permits 
the simultaneous use of both types of negation. In such 
logic programs, the first k negative premises represent sta- 
ble negation and the remaining ones represent the well- 
founded negation. The ability to use both types of negation 
significantly increases the expressibility of logic programs. 
For instance, the previous Example 5.1 is a special case of 
such generalized programs. 

2This follows from the fact that the expansion obviously 
implies B(goto(bg) v goto( and thus, by the Consis- 
tency Axiom (l), it also contains -a(-goto A -goto( 
= - d?(lgoto(bg)) v +?(Tgoto(fg)), which implies that 
-went-movie holds in all minimal models. 

5.2 Epistemic Specifications 
Epistemic specijications were recently introduced in (Gel- 
fond 1992) using a rather complex language of belief sets 
and world views which includes two operators, KZ and 
RIF, called belief and possibility operators, respectively. 
As an illustration of the expressive power of the Autoepis- 
temic Logic of Minimal Beliefs, A EL B, we now demon- 
strate that epistemic specifications can be also isomorphi- 
calZy embedded as a proper subset of A EL B, and thus, 
in particular, we show that epistemic specifications can be 
defined entirely in the language of classical propositional 
logic. 

We show that Gelfond’s belief operator KF can be de- 
fined as CBF and thus have the intended meening “F is 
known to be believed”. On the other hand, the possibil- 
ity operator FVIF is proved to be equivalent to lKlF, or, 
equivalently, to TU?TF. The translation provides there- 
fore an example of a nested use of the belief and knowl- 
edge operators, a and C (see also the axiom (GCWA) in 
Section 4.3). 

Due to the space limitation, we assume familiarity with 
epistemic specifications. Let G be a database describ- 
ing Gelfond’s epistemic specification Define T(G) to be 
its translation into autoepistemic logic of minimal beliefs, 
AELB, obtained by: 

(i) Replacing, for all objective atoms A, the classical nega- 
tion symbol 1A by the strong negation symbol -A. We 
assume that the objective language Ic was first aug- 
mented with strong negation atoms -A as described in 
Section 4.4. 

(ii) Eliminating Gelfond’s “possibility” operator M by re- 
placing every expression of the form MF by the expres- 
sion lKlF, where K is Gelfond’s “belief’ operator. 

(iii) Finally, eliminating Gelfond’s “belief’ operator 
replacing every expression of the form KP by the au- 
toepistemic formula U?F. 

The substitution (i) is motivated by the fact that in his 
paper Gelfond uses the classical negation symbol 1A when 
in fact he refers to strong negation -A. The substitution 
allows us to reserve the standard negation symbol 1A for 
true classical negation. The substitution (ii) is motivated 
by the fact that Gelfond’s “possibility” operator MF can 
now be shown to be equiva2ent to ~KTF, and, vice versa, 
IfU’ can be shown to be equivalent to 1IVbF . The last 
substitution (iii) leads to a complete translation into an 
autoepistemic theory. It replaces KF by the formula CUF 

with the intended meaning “F is known to be believed “. 
Equivalently, its intended meaning can be described by “F 

is known to be true in all minimal models”. 
Now we can show that epistemic specifications are iso- 

morphically embeddable into the autoepistemic logic of 
minimal beliefs, AELB. The limited size of this abstract 
does not allow us to provide complete details. 

Theorem 5.1 (Embeddability of Epistemic Specifications) 
Epistemic specljications are isomorphically embeddable 
into the autoepistemic logic of minimal beliefs, AE L B. 
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More precisely, there is a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween world views V of an epistemic speci@ation G and 
static autoepistemic expansions T* of its translation T(G) 
into A EL B. Moreover there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between belief sets B of a world view V and mini- 
mal models M of the corresponding static expansion T” 
of T(G). cl 

Gelfond’s paper contains several intersting examples of 
epistemic specifications which now can be easily translated 
into the simpler language of A EL B . 

6 Conclusion 
We introduced an extension, AELB, of Moore’s autoepis- 
temic logic, AE L, and showed that it provides a pow- 
erful knowledge representation framework unifying sev- 
eral well-known non-monotonic formalisms and semantics 
for normal and disjunctive logic programs. It allows us 
to compare different formalisms, better understand mutual 
relationships existing between them and introduce simpler 
and more natural definitions of some of them 

The proposed formalism significantly differs from other 
formalisms based on the notion of minimal beliefs. In par- 
ticular, it it is different from the circumscriptive autoepis- 
temic logic introduced in (Przymusinski 199 la) and the 
logic of minimal beliefs and negation as failure proposed 
in (Lifschitz 1992). The formalism is also quite flexible 
by allowing various extensions and modifications, includ- 
ing the use of a different formalism defining the meaning 
of beliefs and introduction of additional axioms. For exam- 
ple, by using the weak minimal model entailment, instead 
of the standard minimal model entailment, in the defmi- 
tion of belief atoms Z3F, one can ensure that disjunctions 
are treated inclusively rather than exclusively. Other forms 
of circumscriptions as well as other non-monotonic for- 
malisms can be used to define the meaning of belief atoms. 
By using such modifications one may be able to tailor the 
formalism to fulfill the needs of different application do- 
mains. 
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